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There will be no demonstration for this meeting.
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Thursday, 19 May 2016

Hi Everybody,

North East Gathering at Wangaratta is open to us and this year the club will hire the small bus from the shire and travel
up in style young Michael Baldwin has kindly volunteer to be our driver so the committee will let everyone know what
time and were, and it will be our turn next year to host the gathering it is a good event and you will get to see what other clubs are getting up to.

The safety awareness program is well underway we have an instructor that is putting all the members through each of
our wood working machine, safety, and operation to be in line with our OH&S policy and to give all a good sound
knowledge which will be safer for all.
The club purchased the Tormek jigs to sharpen your wood turning tools and you will see in time two new lathe stands to
replace those two that was made out of Max and Ernie’s mother’s singer sewing machine.

Next month is our AGM so please come along for the meeting and also what would you like to see for the club Bash or
does the club do something completely different give us some idea’s maybe an open day to let everybody see what we
do on a normal Tuesday and Thursday, Murray’s box making program is doing very well.

Renovations, John and I have completed a pew for the Yarck hall which will leave us 7 more to go and we have completed a box and side table.
Confucius words
Success depends upon previous preparation, and without such preparation there is sure to be failure.
Regards Judge,

Some information for anyone going to the Wangaratta show if you are going into Town, the shops close at 1pm. The Gallery at 3pm.
The supermarkets are open all day………..
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Who’s job is it?
This is a story about four people named
Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and Nobody.
There was an important job to be done and everybody
was sure somebody had done it. Anybody could have done
it, but nobody did it.
Somebody got angry about it because it was everybody’s job.
Everybody thought anybody could do it, so it finally
ended up that everybody blamed somebody because nobody did what anybody could have done all along…...
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A very important, informative discussion and presentation on C.P.R.
Introduction;
Cassandra Fraser – Nurse Unit Manager/RIPRN/X-ray, Alexandra and District Community Health (formerly Alexandra and District Hospital). I am familiar to what is in the past known as a matron, heading up the clinical team in the ward and emergency.
I am one of four RIPRN nurses. This is a Rural and Isolated Practice Endorsed Nurse. We are able to see, assess and treat simple presentations without a Doctor and allowed to supply medication as needed. This includes coughs and colds, stitches, urinary tract infections, foreign bodies in eyes, ear infections, skin infections, ear infections, tonsillitis and more.
The Hospital
Community understanding of what the hospital is able to offer is surprisingly poor at times. The hospital has staff in urgent care
24 hours a day 7 days a week. There is a doctor on call at all times. Although they are not always in the building they are always at the end of the phone. There is a staff member on every shift trained in advanced life support that can assess a patient
accurately and quickly and communicate with the doctor over the phone and continue care required until the doctor is on site.
X-rays are available at all times for emergencies (occasionally a staff member may need to be called in).
Marg Sutcliffe: Marg is a student on clinical placement at Alexandra Health, she is in her second year of Endorsed Enrolled
Nurse training (what was previously called nurses aide). The hospital hosts students from universities throughout Victoria,
Charles Darwin (NT) and Charles Sturt University in NSW. Students are on clinical placement most weeks between February
and November.
Main points:
Early CPR and early defibrillation increases chances of survival.
CPR – compressions rate 100-120 every minute (hard and fast is the rule).
Hand position – centre of the sternum (breastbone) and push 1/3 depth of the chest.
Call for help early – 000.
Cassandra and Margaret arrived with 2 manikins for demonstrating CPR.
Cassandra said that if you find someone in trouble and you are alone, the first thing to do is assess the patient, then find assistance and ring 000 if phone available. Most importantly you must have someone to help, i.e. very hard to keep CPR going for
longer than 5 minutes unless you are very fit. If you are on your own, do your best. Ring 000.

Cassandra explained about the importance of the patient being turned on one side to clear airways before you start CPR.
Check patient by putting your ear close to mouth to check if breathing and also place hand lightly on breast to verify any movement. Use defibrillator if available. Do not worry if you have never used one as the machine will talk you through procedure.
Several of our members had a chance to test out CPR and found how hard it is to keep up the timed beat of 100 to 120 beats/
minute. Quite a few of us were puffing at the end of 100 beats.
Cassandra said that you can only do the best you can and that is why you need the help of several people if available. Most
importantly RING 000 ANYTIME 24/7 and an ambulance should be with you as soon as available. Keep in contact with 000.
Both Cassandra and Marg said that the most important details are help and 000.
A bundle of leaflets of the processes to follow were circulated.
Both ladies were then thanked and were given a gift of a wooden pen.
A very informative session and well received.
MAX MAY
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ALEXANDRA COMMUNITY SHED/EILDON AND DISTRICT
WOODWORKERS GUILD Inc

Minutes of General Meeting Wednesday 11 May 2016

Meeting opened at 7-30pm by Robert Carroll

Welcome - Robert welcomed all

Present; Max, Bob, Joe, Murray, Denise, Michael-B, Nigel, Norm, Ernie, Barry, Clarrie, John-Z, Merv, Ivan, Brian, James Anderson with his piece of Birds Eye Messmate.

Apologies: Len S, Margaret, Laurie, Michael-S, George, Robert-P, Dorothy. Len-M

Motion that apologies be accepted moved by Nigel seconded by John-Z Carried

SHOW AND TELL: Anything that you have made or anything of interest
Ernie Grubs on an Olive root, Daddy long legs Spiders on Olive root, series of Ducks, Storks, Goose, Kangaroo, Bilbys.
Murray Cutting board, Vic Ash, Red Gum.
Clarrie 6 Angels different timbers including, Murray Pine, Lilli Pilli
Max Home made grooving plane for doing ¼ inch grooves
Michael-B Segmented Vase. Walnut and English Ash. Piston and Con rod from a drag car all Aluminium.
Clarrie Piece of wood sealed with Turps/Polystyrene. Demonstrated
Denise made some beanies, One for Murray and two for Helen.

Minutes of last meeting sent to all members-they should received and read them

Moved that Minutes be accepted by Clarrie Seconded by Barry Carried

Business arising from minutes

1. Walnut and Hugh Meggitt - lets finalise this one Ernie said he will endeavor to do so this week.

2. How many members have read OH&S document? Appears about six people??

3. Furniture restoration - still on going

4. Don’t forget Wangaratta - we will finalise numbers on Tues 17th and the 24th
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5. CEACA training to reports. Training has started.

6. Lighting to reports

7. Yes we can demonstrate our Dowling jig at Wangaratta in the commercial slots MM will follow up

8. Michael S. -any response to our sales

9. AMP Grant not for us as it is only for individuals???

10. Must keep lavender hill on the burner?? September

11. Don’t forget raffle tickets for national woodturning. Raffle tickets on exec desk $2 ticket of which $1 goes to our Guild.

Correspondence In:

Letter from Naomi McNamara acknowledging our letter of thanks and giving us advice for AMP grant.
Letter from Julie Steyger, Accounts Murrindindi Shire, advising us that grant money has been deposited in our account
Letter and Quote from Chris Leatham Electrical re our lighting system.
Letter of thanks from Margaret Rae appreciating our positivity and our organization.
Two letters from Rotary asking us if we are still going ahead with the making of angels - mm to briefly read this one. Maybe we
can discuss this one on Tues May 17 (general consensus at this meeting is yes we will keep the program going they will need
about forty Angels for the year 2016-17 amount raised so far is $6000) Clarrie commented that there is not only Angel flight
but there is another part which is called Ground Angels and that they are the volunteers who transport the patent from the
plane to the Hospital and back to the plane again.
Letter and receipt from Mens shed insurance re our extra coverage.
Letter from Megan Buntine advising us of grants available from Mens shed.
.
Correspondence Out:
Letter of thanks to Naomi McNamara with copies going to Margaret Rae and Margaret Abbey for their information.
Letter to men’s shed insurance upgrading our insurance policy.

News letters in - SA, Benalla, Wangaratta, Gold coast, Otway, Shepparton. All tabled

Motion that inward correspondence be received and outward correspondence be approved. Moved Joe seconded Murray.
Carried.
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Meeting suspended at this point for CPR demonstration and talk with Cassandra Fraser and Marg O’Toole from Alexandra Hospital. See report in Newsletter.

Meeting restarted at this point
Treasurer’s report

Report read by Treasurer-- Ivan Fox

Report for April which is the last month for our financial year. Income of $4,990.97. $3,000 grant is the major part of that.
Tool sales $50, donation of $5 there; door entries $383.05 - breakdown is as follows: $96, $94, $102.05, $91 so they are going
pretty strong. Our major income which is the renos’, really a couple of $100 lots amounted to $200, subs $75, wood sales
$150, our interest is $5.17 and raffle money banked is $76, half of which has to be paid out. $1094.25 from Rotary for the Art
Show entries and most has been paid out to members who earned it.

Expenditure was $2091.29. Again we must realize that we have paid out $1094.25 to those who made sales. Power cost $219,
Jim Carroll’s for grinders and jigs $486.35, Yencken Mitre 10 $34.52, stamps and stationery $36.50, insurance is $147.52, R.
Carroll Band-Aids etc. $13.80 and series of cheques for Rotary sales by members. Lavender Hill florists, $50 and kitchen supplies from Marg Downing $49.65, bank fees 20 cents.

Money in bank at last statement 26 April - $10,010.74 which includes $3000 grant.

Moved by Treasurer Ivan Fox that Treasurer’s report be accepted. Seconded Merv. Carried.

Accounts for payment - nil

Other Reports
CEACA Training has started - Report from one of the starters – Denise he is showing us to use machines safely. It is very interesting as he is reinforcing a lot of what Murray has been teaching me. I think it is relaxed, easy and nothing to worry about just making sure we use our machines properly.

Committee to report on their decision re lighting – with the original lighting program and quote for $5,000 we were going to
install LED lighting at a cost nearly $6,000. As we have only received $3,000, the Committee have had a rethink and the decision made was to put in the same as lighting out the back, e.g. daylight tubes. We also got another quote from Leatham Electrics for $2,453 to install 14 new twin fluoro lights, $1,680, install 2 LED floodlights on a push button timer with manual override $550 total and that’s including GST = $2,453 (Murray has also confirmed with Leatham Electrics to do the job.)
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Building committee (three off) might have something to report. Murray said last meeting He reported on meeting he attended
and told them we wanted a temporary lease and how would they feel about a temporary or relocatables building. We have
had two or 3 meetings since then, Merv, Joe and myself, and have drawn up some plans to go out here and I had a one on one
meeting with Margaret Rae on Monday just to fill her in as to what questions she can expect to be asked when Michael Chesworth comes back. He is back now. I was flabbergasted really as they have not even started to approach VicTrak to get the
lease in place. Quite incredible! We are still in Limbo again.

Bob said he has had an email from Sandy Keath re seminar called Climb the Ladder, a Grants Forum, which will be held at the
Yea Shire Hall 5 pm to 9 pm and what it is that there is a general forum on how to apply for grants, who to see and who to talk
with. It is on 24 May. Bob would like persons to nominate and asked if anyone was interested. Michael Baldwin showed interest. Bob will accept with Sandy Keath to say we have one person to attend. Joe Cooper also nominated to attend. Thanks
from Bob.

Moved by Nigel that reports be received seconded by Barry Carried.

General Business
1. AGM – Nomination forms for all positions are available on the table. The Max Schurmann award is given to the member
you feel has done a very good job for the year for the Club, the nomination must be in writing in a sealed envelope and left on
the table to be opened at the AGM. Does it have to be signed Joe asked? Preferable if it is. Bob said that on the nomination
for Committee members please ask the potential nominee first, rather than nominating someone who is not interested in taking it on. Otherwise it is wasting time.

2. Merv – He wondered if it is worth thinking about a Club month when we all do something for the Club, e.g. turns bowls for
the Club or something like that. Bob asked does that go for everyone. Merv said that it would also applies to the “squaries”.
Maybe man a stall at the Trash and Treasure or the Taggerty Market. Bob said it was a worthwhile idea as the articles on the
shelves at the Club do not appear to move now that Sunday rosters are not ongoing. Bob said that the renovations the Guild is
taking on are bringing in money (thanks to Bob, John and team – good on you fellas!). Ernie said that it is disappointing that
we can’t get members to come in on Sundays. Re the bilbies Rotary are taking some to Yea and they are also now at the Information Centre where they are selling quite a few. Sharon Fox from Rotary said that in the next month about $2,000 will have
been raised.

3. Nigel asked if situation with Club clothing has been rectified. The lady is away at the moment and will contact Bob when she
is back. Instead of a vest for participants after finishing course, an apron with appropriate names will be
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provided if a suitable apron one can be sourced. It was pointed out that if the vest was not done up, it could get caught in machinery. An apron would be better as it can be done up at the back. Michael Baldwin asked “why go to that expense”. Max
said that the apron identifies members immediately. It is part of OHS policy.

Also some members may be trained in First Aid. A new member is fully qualified so perhaps another one or two would be
handy. Nigel said he is fully qualified through SES.

Bob gave a brief rundown on what to expect at the course with Roger. All members who have put their name down, it is imperative that you see Bob now and let him know of your availability so that you can commit to those four days. PLEASE.

Next Meeting: Date June 8th Time 7 pm Talk 7 30 pm

AGM Meeting starts then after AGM General Meeting follows

Show and tell for next meeting (theme)?? – Anything of interest.
No Demo on the night

Meeting closed 9-10pm

Then a cuppa,

Secretary Max May

Assistant Secretary Michael Baldwin
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Know your left nut from your right nut

It is amazing the amount of times you can walk into a work shop and find a group hanging around a saw bench or a grinder trying to take a saw blade or a grinding wheel.off. You see large spanners, lumps of wood, hammers and a great amount of advice
only to find that they are trying to take the nut off in the wrong direction.

When these people are advised that they are doing it the wrong way, the comments come thick and fast - even being called a
smart “A” or why you weren’t here earlier?

When you come to think about it your whole life revolves around knowing the difference between your left and your right things like buying a fridge and which way is the door going to open. When you drive the car you have to know that here in Australia you drive on the left side of the road but you sit in the right side of the car. But if you live in the good old US of A then
driving is the exact opposite. Nowadays we even have these little voices in the car that tells us in fifty metres you turn left and
when you turn right instead it goes berserk - starts calling you for everything and probably saying you stupid bugger - don’t you
know your left from your right? And after all the arguments with this voice it is time to turn the damn thing off or throw it out
the window and go for the Melways. Then you have to make the decision on what direction you are traveling, whether to turn
left or right.

You know the old sailors of the world just about got it right and then the aviation industries followed the sailors. If you follow
their methods you should be able to go straight ahead without turning left or right. What they did was change the name. Left
became port and Right became Starboard then further down the track a colour was applied. Now you have left port red and
right starboard green.

Hang on, hang on. Getting off the beaten track here - maybe went left instead of straight ahead. Getting back to machinery and
nuts. As the nuts we are talking about hold a spinning tool on to a round shaft, the nuts must be fitted in such a way that the
spinning tools inertia will tighten the nut. So if we stand in front of any particular machine and we are looking at the blade,
grind stone, lathe etc and all are spinning towards you and the nut is on the left side of the tool then that left hand side nut is a
left hand thread. If the nut is on the right side of the spinning tool then the thread on that nut will be a right hand thread. Pretty
simple isn’t it.

Now to put the proverbial cat in and take a portable saw. Turn it upside down and just say that the blade is spinning away from
you and the nut is on the left side - then this thread will be a right hand thread.
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The only time you will find locked up nuts and bolts is when the particular blade or tool has been jammed and has locked up
suddenly. It probably will be the blade moving backwards and taking the nut or bolt with it.

You know to keep things simple and easy probably would be a good idea to take a leaf out of the pilots’ and the sailors’ book
and colour code all of the nuts and bolts with their colours i.e. left hand red and right hand green (port and starboard). How
simple is that!!! Now you can undo all of those nuts with ease.

A word of warning here - when you put the nuts on it pays to just nip them up so that they hold the tool firmly. If you do them
up too tight then they will be very difficult to remove.

If you own a wood lathe there are some things you should look out for. One thing you should do is apply a smear of grease on
the lathe thread and on the meeting surfaces of the lathe spindle, face plate and chucks and when you put the face plates and
chucks onto the lathe make sure that they are screwed on all of the way and then only hand tighten. It will then be surprising
how easy they will undo.
Another word of warning here - do not and I mean do not leave a gap between the mating surfaces of the lathe and the face
plates and chuck and then turn the lathe on (I have seen this happen on numerous occasions and have seen broken index pins
and bent spanners trying to get them off). I am not saying that it has not happened to me - it has and through my own carelessness. Also if you have a heavy piece of wood mounted and you have a gap and start the lathe the lock up is nothing short
of catastrophic. The heavier the piece of wood the tighter the lock up, so beware.

One other thing to watch out for on lathes is if you are turning a heavy piece on the lathe and you have a hand wheel and you
use this wheel as a brake, then you stop the lathe from spinning, the face plate or chuck with the heavy piece of wood will
unscrew itself and come off, and it will have a jolly dance around the workshop floor.

I won’t get into the great debate about fibre washers or any sort of washers but if I had my way I would burn the lot of them.
End of story.

That’s it for me and may all of your nuts remain tight.

Max May
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This month’s “Show and Tell”
Ernie brought in a large selection of his Ducks, geese, and other
Animals, and also a couple of montages of Olive wood with assorted
Grubs. Snails and spiders mounted on it……
Clarrie had his Angels that he and Barry have been doing for
“Rotary” with proceeds going to “Angel flight” He also gave us a
demonstration on how to make an end grain sealer using mineral
turps and polystyrene foam.
Murray brought along one of his Bread boards made from
Redgum and Victorian Ash.
Max had a tiny hand made “rebate plane”
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Show and tell continued ………….
Mike had a segmented Jar, and something different, a piston and
connecting rod from a drag racing engine.
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A message for those of us that have a little trouble embracing
Modern technology…...
I have a little Satnav, It sits there in my car
A Satnav is a driver's friend, it tells you where you are.
I have a little Satnav,

I've had it all my life
It's better than the normal ones, my Satnav is my wife.

It gives me full instructions, especially how to drive
"It's sixty miles an hour", it says, "You're doing sixty five".
It tells me when to stop and start, and when to use the brake
And tells me that it's never ever, safe to overtake.

It tells me when a light is red, and when it goes to green
It seems to know instinctively, just when to intervene.
It lists the vehicles just in front, and all those to the rear
And taking this into account, it specifies my gear.

I'm sure no other driver, has so helpful a device

For when we leave and lock the car, it still gives its advice.
It fills me up with counselling, each journey's pretty fraught
So why don't I exchange it, and get a quieter sort?

Ah well, you see, it cleans the house, makes sure I'm properly fed
It washes all my shirts and things, and keeps me warm in bed!
Despite all these advantages, and my tendency to scoff

I only wish that now and then, I could turn the bugger off.
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What’s

coming

up…….

Woodworkers of the North East Show at Wangaratta.
May 28th. 2016 you won’t be disappointed if you make the effort
to go along….

Timber & Working with wood show.
Is on at the Caulfield race course on the 9th. To 10th. September.
Details are available on their web site, just Google council of woodwork clubs and you will see all the information…...
Also the Australian Woodturning Exhibition is on at the
Whitehorse centre in Maroondah highway Nunawading
June 17th. To 19th. 2016.
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